Summary. If for a process ({,)2~= _ oo the conditional distribution of ~, given the past does not depend on n for e.g. n >0, then the process may be called a chain with infinite connections. Under a well-known continuity condition on this conditional distribution the process is shown to be distributed as an instantaneous function of a countable state Markov chain. Also under a certain weaker continuity condition uniqueness of the distributions of the stationary chains is obtained.
Introduction and Results

Let
With a g-function one associates/-valued processes as follows. Let us say that if for a process (4,)
(1.1) for n>0 (or for all n) then it develops according to g for these n. Suppose that the distribution of (~k)k<O is known. Then by (1.1) for n=0, 1, ... one determines successively the distribution of (~k)k<_, and then by Kolmogorov's extension theorem one finds the unique distribution of the entire sequence (~k). These processes were introduced by Doeblin and Fortet [43 under the name chain with infinite connections. The distributions of the stationary processes of this form were called g-measures by Keane [9] . We measure the continuity of g using r,, n_>_ 0, defined by requiring
H. Berbee where the infimum is taken over all i. and j. such that io=Jo .... , i_,---j_,. We will assume that g is bounded from below by a positive constant, so then r 1 > r 2 >... are finite.
The following result discusses uniqueness of g-measures. In a chain with infinite connections the distribution of 4, given the past may depend on the entire past (~k)k<,, which is an infinite sequence. Below we succeed in "simplifying" the description of this process at the cost of a randomization. We construct a Markov representation, i.e. a Markov chain (X.),>o with a countable state space S and a function f: S--+ I such that
(1.4)
The next result applies also in the non-stationary case. 
.).
Let us mention that the Markov chain in the representation happens to be quite simple: it has the form X,=(4,-j)o__<j__<.. where z, is a.s. finite. It was already known that in the stationary case a chain with infinite connections has very strong mixing properties. However Berbee and Bradley [1] have shown by examples that existence of a Markov representation is only weakly related to mixing and so our result gives definite new information. Recently, Lalley 
